
Janki Devi Memorial College
Event Reports 2023-24
Incubation Program

Anupam Stall at Politique ‘24

Name of the event: Anupam Stall at Politique’24 The Annual
Inter-College Fest of Political Science
Department

Name of the organiser: Project Anupam under Incubation Program

Type of event: Inter-college

Objectives of the event: Our stall aimed to support Viksit
Bharat@47 and add excitement to our
college fest by providing a platform for
budding entrepreneurs. We sold a variety of
items, from sketches to jewelry,
highlighting our society's motto and
empowering young changemakers for a
self-reliant India..

Name and affiliation of the resource
person:

NIL

Name and affiliation of Judge of the event: -

Name and affiliation of Prize Winner of the
event:

-

Brief report



The Incubation Program of Janki Devi Memorial College under Project Anupam organized a
vibrant stall for Politique, the Annual Inter-College Festival of the Political Science
department. Throughout the day, core members and volunteers efficiently managed the stall,
displaying a wide array of products such as handmade crochets, paintings, jewellery
adornments, bookmarks, and artistic canvases. The stall generated excitement among students
and faculty . Our setup ensured the students left with a memorable souvenir from Anupam,
resulting in a successful conclusion with a good sales.

Feedback

Customized items like madhubani paintings and phone charms received widespread

acclaim. Buyers showed interest and were really happy buying the beautiful

handmade products. The team's proactive efforts and energy led to a successful

event, fostering connections and moments of celebration. Creators appreciated the

well-organized setup, spacious environment, and support, thanking Project Anupam

for their invaluable guidance. The positive feedback fuels a dedication to future

endeavors.

TOTAL SALES

Total Revenue: ₹3810
Project Anupam’s Share : ₹788
Total Creator’s Share : ₹3022

Record of Attendance

1. Manvi
2.  Ditya
3.  Vanshika
4.  Tanisha
5.  Muskaan
6.  Devyani
7. Devshi
8. Pragya
9. Mahima
10. Swarnanki



_Core_
1. Bani Walia
2. Sneha Batra
3. Chinmayee Panda
4. Prachi Gupta
5. Somya Narula
6. Kunjal Gupta
7. Shivani Jha

Geotagged pictures of the Event

(Stall in place)



(Principal ma’am appreciating our project)

(Handmade Items of the creators)



Photos of the bill



 

 

Janki Devi Memorial College  

Event Reports 2023-24 

Incubation Program 

Project Anupam Stall 

 

Name of the event:  Stalls during  alumni meet 

Name of the organiser:  Project Anupam, Incubation Program  

Type of event:  Intra-college  

Objectives of the event: To provide a networking and reunion 

platform for Alumni of Janki Devi Memorial 

college 

 

Name and affiliation of the resource 

person: 

NIL 

Name and affiliation of Judge of the event: NIL 

Name and affiliation of Prize Winner of the 

event: 

NIL 

 

 

 

 

 

Brief report  

 

During the alumni meet at Janki Devi Memorial College on April 6th, 2024, Project Anupam 

hosted a stall from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m. within the college premises, showcasing the businesses of 

young entrepreneurs from the college. Various handmade items such as paintings, crochet goods, 

and jewelry were displayed, attracting alumni visitors who provided valuable insights and advice 

to help the project grow. The alumni showed appreciation for Project Anupam, purchasing items 



 

 

and offering guidance based on their life experiences. The atmosphere was filled with 

enthusiasm and encouragement, with significant sales made by Project Anupam by the end of the 

day. The revenue generated that day is as follows:  

Total Revenue: ₹17080  

Project Anupam’s share: ₹3724  

Creators share: ₹13356  

 

Pictures of the event 

 

(creators setting up their products at the stall) 



 

 

 

(students of Janki Devi Memorial College visiting the stall) 

 

 

(alumni paying a visit at the stall) 



 

 

 

(teacher paying a visit to the stall) 

 

(alumni  commending the efforts of project anupam and sharing valuable tips 

for the betterment of the project) 



 

 

Bills of the event 

 

 

 



Janki Devi Memorial College 

Event Reports 2023-2 

Incubation Program 

Project Anupam Stall at E-summit’24 

 

 

 

 

 

Name of the event:  
 
 

Project Anupam stall at E-summit 

Name of the organiser:  
 

Project Anupam, Incubation Program  
 

Type of event: Inter-college 

Objectives of the event: 
 

Our main aim of organising the stall was to 
support the small creators and enable them 
to reach out their target audience. Through 
our setup we sold varied items ranging from 
Sketches, handicrafts to jewellery and 
accessories. Highlighting the vision of the 
society, we worked earnestly to help our 
creators outshine the light of the day. Our 
small step was targeted at giving the baton 
to youth for being the changemakers to 
work towards a self- reliant India. 

Name and affiliation of the resource person: 
 
 

NIL 

Name and affiliation of Judge of the event: 
 
 
 

- 

Name and affiliation of Prize Winner of the 
event: 
 
 

- 

 

 

 

Brief report  

Project Anupam , of Janki Devi Memorial College's Incubation Program, showcased an 

impressive stall at the 'E-summit’24 ' within the college premises on April 3rd and 4th, 2024. 

Featuring a diverse array of products such as handmade crochets, paintings, resin arts, 



jewelry, and bookmarks, the event attracted attention from various stakeholders. During the 

'STARTUP EXPO' on April 3rd, notable investors like Ashvini Kumar, Khalid Wani, and Trina 

not only offered valuable insights on business growth strategies but also provided leads and 

suggested the idea of collaborating with corporates to create hampers. Despite not winning 

the top prize, their guidance and suggestions proved invaluable for the Anupam project.The 

core members and volunteers effectively managed the stall throughout the event. On April 

4th, the stall received visits from influencers like Robin, Mansi Guher, Priyank Tiwari, and 

Himani, who not only visited but also made purchases, contributing to a successful day of 

sales. The multifaceted setup ensured that guests left with memorable souvenirs from 

Anupam, culminating in a fruitful event with significant sales. 

 

 

Feedback 

 

Attendees commended the entrepreneurs for their high-quality products and spontaneous 

presentations. The personalized creations, such as Fridge Magnets and Crochet tulips, 

garnered widespread appreciation. Buyers expressed interest in establishing long-term 

connections, obtaining contact details for potential custom orders. The team's assertive 

efforts ensured a successful event, fostering camaraderie and celebratory moments. 

Creators commended the well-managed setup, ample space, and support, expressing 

gratitude for Project Anupam's unique guidance. The positive reception motivates a 

commitment to future engagements. 

 

 

TOTAL SALES 

Total Revenue: ₹8400  

Project Anupam’s Share : ₹1278  

Total Creator’s Share : ₹7122  

  

 

 

 

Posters 

 

 

 

 



Record of Attendance 

*Attendance on 4 April 2024* 

Creators:-  

Swarnanki  

Vanshika 

Pragya 

Pushtee  

Mansi 

Vipashna 

Gaurangi  

Shivani 

Bushra 

Deeksha and Sanskriti 

Aayushi 

 

Volunteers:- 

Suchitra 

Ananya Sharma 

Anvi 

Nitya 

Muskaan 

Shreya 

Sneha Batra 

Prachi Gupta 

Prachi jain 

Shivani 

Ananya narang 

Muskaan 

Manvi 

Yashvi 

Chinmayee 

Bani 

Devyani  

 

 

Pictures of the event 

 



 

(creators setting up their products at the stall) 

 

 

 

(students of janki devi memorial college visiting the stall) 

 



 

 

(Heads and members of the society) 

 

 

 

Bills of the event 

 



 

 



Janki Devi Memorial College

Events report 2024-25
Incubation program & Project Anupam

Visit to Udhmodya Foundation

Name of the event Udhmodya Foundation Visit

Name of the organiser Incubation program

Type of event field visit

Objectives of the event Guiding students and helping students gain
entrepreneurial activities and startup
development; Innovation & entrepreneurship.
It aims at utilizing networking opportunities,
engaging in discussions with startup
founders, participating in workshops and
conducting seminars focused on various
aspects of start-up development.

Name and affiliation of the Resource Udhmodya Foundation

Brief Report

The Incubation program of Janki Devi Memorial College arranged a trip to Udhmodya
Foundation on Friday, March 22, 2024, from 10 am to 1 pm. More than 15 students eagerly
participated in this visit to gain a profound understanding of entrepreneurial skills and startups.

The visit aimed to cultivate innovation and entrepreneurship among the students by exposing
them to a diverse range of startups, incubators, accelerators, and co-working spaces. It
provided an ideal platform for students to immerse themselves in the startup journey, gaining
insights into the challenges and opportunities faced by such ventures.

Students had the opportunity to interact with startup founders, gaining valuable insights into
ideation, funding, marketing, and scaling. They also visited the office of Riding Rangers, an



innovative startup, to delve into the entrepreneurial activity firsthand and benefit from their
mentorship and knowledge. Some other startups that caught our attention were
1.mentcura
2. Biomandii
3.  Dentifrice pvt ltd
4.  Igoko
5.  Chronicle sporting events
6.  Auspice

Overall, the visit to Udhmodya Foundation provided a valuable insight into the dynamic startup
ecosystem, fostering connections and lessons that deepen understanding of the startup
landscape.

Poster of the Event

Pictures of the Event



( Gaining insight on a startup journey and Experience of the speaker in his journey of
startup ecosystem)



( students leaving for Udhmodya Foundation)

( an insightful session )



( Fruitful knowledge from a entrepreneur’s perspective and experience in the field )

( interactive Q&A session )



Attendance form



Effectiveness Evaluation Form





Janki Devi Memorial College

Event Report 2023-24
Impreneurs-The Entrepreneurship Cell in collaboration with Incubation Program

Seminar on “Viksit Bharat”

Name of the event Seminar on “VIKSIT BHARAT”

Name of the Organiser Impreneurs-The Entrepreneurship Cell in
collaboration with Incubation Program

Type of Event Intra College Event

Objective of Seminar The objective of the seminar was to inspire
and educate the attendees about India's
development journey, emphasizing the role of
youth in shaping the nation's future.

Name and affiliation of resource person Ms.Smriti Singhal
Ms.Kriti Singhal

Brief Report

Incubation Program of Janki Devi Memorial College organised a seminar on “Viksit
Bharat'' under the aegsis of IQAC and JDMC Viksit Bharat Ambassador Club in
collaboration with Impreuners-The Entrepreneurship Cell.The event took place on 15
March’2024 at 11:00am in the College Seminar Room. Over 50+ students exhibited a keen
interest in learning about India’s development Trajectory and the role they can play in it .

Our guest speaker Ms.Kriti Singhal & Ms.Smriti Singhal captivated the audience with their
engaging talks.They discussed the concept of ‘Viksit Bharat” and it's significance in shaping
India’s future. Additionally they highlighted the theme of “Girls supporting Girls” emphasizing
the need for women empowerment and solidarity among girls.The speakers also shed lights on



why Viksit Bharat was started 25 years ago why its target is 2047 , sharing anecdotes and
insights that resonated with the audience.

A unique activity was conducted during the seminar where students were asked to take out their
notepads and write where do they see themselves in 2047. This exercise encourage them to think
long-term and set ambitious yet achievable goals for the future.The. speakers actively engaged
students by asking them about their aspirations and goals. Students were encouraged to reflect on
their ambitions and share their dreams for the future. This interactive session sparked enthusiasm
among the attendees and inspired them to think about their personal and professional growth.

The speaker encouraged students to teach poor kids at NGOs and organize workshops for them.
They also suggested having a one-day thrift shop at college where students can sell clothes and
jewelry they don't use. To deal with fast fashion, students were told to think about how they
shop. They also talked about ways to make less trash, like reusing things and recycling

The seminar on Viksit Bharat was a valuable learning experience for all participants. It shed light
on India's noble mission and motivated students to strive for excellence in their personal and
professional lives. The seminar concluded with a message of empowerment and a call to action
for students to contribute towards building a better and more inclusive society.
Overall, the seminar was a resounding success, leaving a lasting impact on the students and
inspiring them to be agents of change in their communities

Poster of the Event



(Our guest speakers Ms.Smriti Singhal and Ms.Kriti Singhal talking about viksit bharat )

(Our audience listening to Ms.Kriti Singhal talking about empowering women)



(Our Guest Speakers Ms.Smriti Singhal and Ms.Kriti Singhal with team members)

Effectiveness Evaluation Form





Janki Devi Memorial College
Event Reports 2023-24
Incubation Program

Visit to Nari Shakti Conclave

Name of the event: Nari Shakti Conclave

Name of the organiser: Delhi University

Type of event: Inter-college Conclave

Objectives of the event: Organized on the occasion of women’s day,
the conference aimed to inspire the youth
and initiate the idea of women
empowerment.
It also aimed to equip the students with
various technological amenities that will
aid them in fulfilling this motive.

Name and affiliation of the resource
person:

Shrimati Smriti Irani, Minister of Women
and Child Development, India

Name and affiliation of Judge of the event: -

Name and affiliation of Prize Winner of the
event:

-



Brief report

Project Anupam under the Incubation Program of Janki Devi Memorial College with
their undying efforts and passion set off to attend Nari Shakti Conclave organized by Delhi
University, held on 8th March 2024.

The conclave was graced by the esteemed presence of Shrimati Smriti Irani, the honourable
Chief Guest of the event. Under the distinguished facilitation of the Vice-Chancellor of Delhi
University, Sir Yogesh Singh, the conclave witnessed a convergence of intellect,
empowerment, and visionary zeal. Shrimati Smriti Irani, in her role as the Chief Guest,
exemplified an unparalleled commitment to engaging with the student community. With
unwavering attention, she actively participated in dialogues with students from various
colleges, fostering an environment conducive to meaningful exchanges of ideas. Her genuine
interest in the Students perspectives was palpable, resonating deeply with all attendees.

The conclave featured a distinguished array of guests, further enriching the discourse on
women empowerment and societal progress. Throughout the event, Shrimati Smriti Irani
emphasised the imperative of contributing to Viksit Bharat and elucidated the multifaceted
role of its ambassadors. Her impassioned address inspired attendees to embrace their roles as
catalysts for societal transformation. Notably, she encouraged all participants to download the
NAMO app, underscoring its pivotal role in fostering connectivity and engagement.

The conclave concluded on a high note at 12:30 PM, leaving a lasting impression on all
participants. Shrimati Smriti Irani graciously engaged with students post- event, attentively
addressing their inquiries and reflections. Her commitment to nurturing the youths potential
was evident throughout the entirety of the conclave.

In conclusion, the Nari Shakti Conclave epitomised a celebration of empowerment,
enlightenment, and enduring camaraderie. The invaluable insights shared by Shrimati Smriti
Irani and other distinguished guests have undoubtedly left an indelible mark on all the
attendees from the Incubation program and we look forward to bring her insights to ground
reality through our initiatives.



Record of Attendance-

Ananya
Bani
Somya
Chinmayee
Pragya
Suchitra
Swarnanki

Geotagged pictures of the Event





(Incubation at Nari Shakti Conclve)



Effectiveness Evaluation Report





Janki Devi Memorial College
Event Reports 2023-24
Incubation Program

Anupam Stall at Ecophoria ‘24

Name of the event: Anupam Stall at Ecophoria The Annual
Inter-College Economics Festival

Name of the organiser: Project Anupam under Incubation Program

Type of event: Inter-college

Objectives of the event: Our main aim of organising the stall was to
support the idea of Viksit Bharat@47 and
add sparkles to our college fest by
providing the perfect platform for budding
entrepreneurs to reach out to their target
audience. Through our setup we sold varied
items ranging from Sketches, handicrafts to
jewellery and accessories. Highlighting the
motto of the society, we worked earnestly
to help our creators outshine the light of the
day. Our initiative was targeted at giving
the baton to youth changemakers to work
towards a self- reliant India.

Name and affiliation of the resource
person:

NIL

Name and affiliation of Judge of the event: -

Name and affiliation of Prize Winner of the
event:

-



Brief report

Project Anupam under the Incubation Program of Janki Devi Memorial College with
their undying efforts and passion set up a vibrant stall for Ecophoria, the Annual
Inter-College Festival of Economics department.
Core members and volunteers efficiently managed the stall throughout the day, showcasing a
diverse range of products, including handmade crochets, resin arts, paintings, jewellery
adornments, bookmarks, artistic canvases, and herbal soaps. Positioned as the entry point
arrangement to the fest, the stall garnered excitement from attendees and JDMC students
alike. Our multifaceted setup ensured guests left with a memorable souvenir from Anupam,
resulting in a successful sundown with a total sale of Rupees

Feedback

Attendees commended the entrepreneurs for their high-quality products and spontaneous
presentations. The personalized creations, such as Fridge Magnets and Crochet tulips,
garnered widespread appreciation. Buyers expressed interest in establishing long-term
connections, obtaining contact details for potential custom orders. The team's assertive efforts
ensured a successful event, fostering camaraderie and celebratory moments. Creators
commended the well-managed setup, ample space, and support, expressing gratitude for
Project Anupam's unique guidance. The positive reception motivates a commitment to future
engagements.

TOTAL SALES

Total Revenue: ₹4670
Project Anupam’s Share : ₹1000
Total Creator’s Share : ₹3670



Poster

Record of Attendance
Creators- 8
Volunteers:-

1. Bani walia
2. Sneha batra
3. Ananya narang
4. Prachi gupta
5. Shivani jha
6. Chinmayee panda
7. Somya narula
8. Kunjal gupta



Geotagged pictures of the Event

(Stall in place)

(Pitching products to buyers)



(Exotic Items of the creators)

Photos of the bill



Janki Devi Memorial College

Events report 2024-25
Incubation program in collaboration with entrepreneurship cell

Workshop on “Problem-Solution fit & Product-Market fit”

Name of the event workshop on “Problem-Solution fit &
Product-Market fit”

Name of the organizer Incubation program in collab with
Entrepreneurship cell

Type of event intra college event

Objectives of the event Guiding students to understand critical
concepts of product-market and
problem-solution and its significance in
the business venture

Name and affiliation of the resource
person

Dr. Himanshu Puri

Brief Report

Incubation program of Janki Devi Memorial College organized a
workshop on “ Problem-Solution fit & Product - Market fit” in
collaboration with Entrepreneurship cell under the aegis of Career
Counselling. This event took place on Monday ; 19 February 2024 at
10:00 am in the college Room number 68. Over 80+ students were
eager to dive deep into the comprehensive understanding of the critical



concepts of problem-solution fit & product market fit and attended the
workshop.

Our Guest Speaker Mr. Himanshu Puri demonstrated expertise in their
field , drawing from their professional experience and business
knowledge to provide valuable knowledge and perspective on business
ventures and startups. He covered a wide range of topics such as
making us understand the concept of product-market fit, defining
problem-solution fit , market research, and validation, customer centric
approach, data driven decision-making. He also taught us about building
a mini MVP ; analyze the market potential ; conduct market service ;
discuss the ideas and innovations and conduct user research market. It
was an insightful event aiming at helping entrepreneurs and business
ventures. The workshop featured interactive discussions, and practical
case studies, and often attendees valuable insights and actionable
strategies. This workshop proved to be a valuable learning experience
for attendees, equipping them with the practical knowledge and the
abilities ; strategies and ideas that will help them enhance their business
ventures or startups. The workshop also featured the real world case
studies and success stories which provided insight into effective
strategies, common pitfalls to avoid and best practices for validating any
product and understanding the concept of product market fit. The
speaker emphasized that attaining a perfect fit between the problem and
solution is the ongoing process that requires continuous learning, and
adaptation and refinement. Attendees were encouraged to embrace a
mindset of flexibility and agility ; being open to pivoting their solutions
based on the market feedback and evolving customer needs.



Poster of the event



Pictures of the event



(Our Speaker Mr. Himanshu puri giving an insight
on “ personal pain point ” referring to famous
businesses like “ redbus.in” & “freshdesk ” )

( audience carefully,
listening and understanding the concepts and

significance of the market and product in business
and startups)



(Mr. Himanshu Puri, referring to big brands like
“zomato” and giving insights on startups )



(A brief discussion on whether we can learn
entrepreneurship or not along with an active

participation of the attendees)



Bills



Attendance record / Feedback form

Attendance form



How would you rate your understanding from this seminar ?

Had this session been insightful to you ?

Do you want us to conduct more such related seminars in the future ?
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Janki Devi Memorial College
Events Report 2024-25
Incubation Program

Seminar on “Business & Finance”

Name of the event Seminar on “BUSINESS AND FINANCE”

Name of the organiser Incubation Program

Type of Event Intra college event

Objectives of the event Inspiring and motivating attendees to pursue

continuous learning and professional

development in the field of business and

finance.

Name and affiliation of

the resource person

Mr.Rohit Jain

Brief Report

Incubation Program of Janki Devi Memorial College organised a seminar on
“Business and Finance” under the aegis of Career Counselling. This event took
place on February 7’2024 at 12�30PM in the College Seminar Room.Over 70+
student eager to dive deep into the intricacies of business and finance , attended
the seminar.

Our Guest SpeakerMr.Rohit Jain demonstrated expertise in their field, drawing
from their professional experience and industry knowledge to provide valuable
perspectives and recommendations. He covered a wide range of topics such as
investment strategies,financial management,risk taking strategies etc. By providing
real world examples,he provided practical insights that resonated with the
atendees. He inspired and motivated the audience to take action and pursue
excellence in their professional endeavors. He actively engaged the audience by
encouraging participation through interactive sessions and Q&A segments. He
posed thought-provoking questions and fostered an environment conducive to



5

open thoughts. This interactive approach not only enhanced learning but also
facilitated networking among the atendees.

Poster of the Event



5

Pictures of the Event

(The speaker of the Event Mr.Rohit Jain talking about his success stories and developing
effective communication skills which helps in building strong client relationships)

(Mr.Rohit Jain with team members of Incubation Program)



5

(The atendees listening to Mr.Rohit Jain talking about investment strategies)

BILLS



5

Attendance Record / Feedback Form



5



Janki Devi Memorial College
Event Reports 2023-24
Incubation Program

Anupam Stall at Symphony’24

Name of the event: Anupam Stall at Symphony’24, The Annual
cultural Fest

Name of the organiser: Project Anupam under Incubation Program

Type of event: Inter-college

Objectives of the event: Our main aim of organising the stall was to
support the idea of Viksit Bharat@47 and
add sparkles to our college fest by
providing the perfect platform for budding
entrepreneurs to reach out to their target
audience. Through our setup we sold varied
items ranging from Sketches, handicrafts to
jewellery and accessories. Highlighting the
motto of the society, we worked earnestly
to help our creators outshine the light of the
day. Our initiative was targeted at giving
the baton to youth changemakers to work
towards a self- reliant India.

Name and affiliation of the resource
person:

NIL

Name and affiliation of Judge of the event: -

Name and affiliation of Prize Winner of the
event:

-



Brief report

Project Anupam under the Incubation Program of Janki Devi Memorial College with
their undying efforts and passion set up a vibrant stall for Symphony’24- Uday: Awaken the
light within, Annual fest of Janki Devi Memorial College. Throughout the three day fiesta
the nitty gritties of the stall were taken care of by the union members and the volunteers,
graced by the ornaments of our talented creators. Our products ranged from handicrafts such
as handmade crochets, resin arts, paintings, jewellery adornments, bookmarks, artistic
canvases and herbal soaps.

The Stall once again duly set up as an entry point arrangement to the worthwhile fest did not
fail to lighten up the way and garnered the excitement of the attendees and JDMC students
alike. Even the Principal of our college Professor Swati Pal was delighted to have received a
special token of regard, a Crochet Bouquet. The multi- faceted nature of our setup enabled
our guests to not leave without bagging a memory souvenir from Anupam. The sundown with
the collaborative efforts of the team eventually brought us a total sale of Rupees

Feedback

The visitors warmly commended the efforts of the budding entrepreneurs- our creators. They
were heartily amazed by the spontaneity of the members and the quality of the items. They
could not restrain themselves from reviewing the items and praising the enthusiasm of the
artists who carved the articles they will adorn their lives with! Interesting point to highlight is
that some people were nervous to interact but when it came to the review of the products they
were very open and ecstatic to share their viewpoint.
The personalization of the creations by the creators (the Fridge Magnets, Crochet unfolding
tulips etc.) won the hearts of many of the buyers and they even took the visiting cards of
Anupam, Instagram ids of the creators thus assuring us a long term connection. They even
offered to buy custom items from the creators in future.

The Team members worked with assertive zeal and at the end of the day congratulated each
other for pulling the mega event through each others’ support.

The Creators were very pleased with the set-up and the pedestal they received. They found
the process very well managed and felt secure. The sale of the items made their days
exhilarating. The arrangements, ample space provided and the support by the volunteers left
them astounded. They were able to embrace their inner shine and spread it to thousands of
attendees! They expressed gratitude for the unique support and guidance provided by Project
Anupam, which they believed they couldn't have found elsewhere.



The happy faces of content, the twinkling eyes full of excitement encouraged us to take our
endeavour forward and then we assured our ardent customers, creators and the team that we
will be back with engagements.

TOTAL SALES

Total Revenue: ₹46820
Project Anupam’s Share : ₹10268
Total Creator’s Share : ₹36552

Poster

Record of Attendance

Day 1
Creators- 15
Volunteer-13

Day 2
Creators-11
Volunteers- 12

Day 3
Creators-



Geotagged pictures of the Event

(Stall in place)



(Team Anupam)

(Pitching products to buyers)

(Billing Process on counter)



(Exotic Items of the creators)



Photos of the bill



Janki Devi Memorial College
Event Reports 2023-24
Incubation Program

Anupam Stall at Jyotsana’23

Name of the event: Anupam Stall at Jyotsana 2023, Diwali Fest

Name of the organiser: Incubation Program

Type of event: Inter-college

Objectives of the event: Our main aim of organising the stall was to
support budding entrepreneurs and enable
them to reach out to their target audience.
Through our setup we sold varied items
ranging from handmade diyas to jewellery
and accessories. Highlighting the vision of
the society, we worked earnestly to provide
the perfect platform for creators to
showcase their assets. Our small step was
targeted at giving the baton to youth for
being the changemakers and work towards
a self- reliant India.

Name and affiliation of the resource
person:

NIL

Name and affiliation of Judge of the event: -

Name and affiliation of Prize Winner of the
event:

-



Brief report

Project Anupam under the Incubation Program of Janki Devi Memorial College
achieved yet another milestone with their dedication, determination and hardwork by setting
up a magnificent stall for Jyotsana’23- The Diwali Fest of Janki Devi Memorial College.
Throughout the one day fest, the stall was managed well by the union and the volunteers,
along with the 18 creators. With the project, we showcased handmade crafts and items
presenting a wide range of spectacular products such as handmade crochets, resin arts,
paintings, varied jewellery adornments, bookmarks, Diwali decoration ornaments, candles
and the list goes on!
Our bench of items did not fail to grace the entry path to the mega- event, the stalls were set
up on both the sides of the lane and garnered the attention of the visitors and JDMC students
alike. While our stalls fulfilled the shopping demands of the visitors we also sweetened their
day with our baked eatables from one of our creators. The multi- faceted nature of our booth
enabled our guests to not leave without a souvenir from Anupam. The sun setted successfully
with the collaborative efforts of the team gaining us a sale of Rupees 35000.

Feedback

The attendees warmly wished us the best for Diwali, the festival of lights and thanked us for
enlightening their days with our products. They were deeply impressed by the agility of the
members and the quality of the items. They could not restrain themselves from reviewing the
items and praising the intricacies of the articles in their verbal feedback. It was interesting to
note how some people were camera- shy, yet they could not stop themselves from
appreciating the zeal of our team.
The personalization of the pieces by the creators (thank you notes and packing) won the
hearts of many of the buyers and they assured us a long term connection.

The Team members worked with undying passion and at the end of the day commended each
other for their support.

The Creators were very pleased with the set-up and the pedestal they received. They were
able to embrace their inner shine and spread it to hundreds out there! They expressed
gratitude for the unique support and guidance provided by Project Anupam, which they
believed they couldn't have found elsewhere. Several creators also commended the project
and our team's handling of the stall.

The happy faces of content, the twinkling eyes full of excitement encourage us to take our
endeavour forward and we ensured our ardent customers, creators and the team that we will
be back with engagements in future!



Poster



Record of Attendance



Geotagged pictures of the event:

(Setting up the stall)



(Display of products)

(Teachers admiring the creative items)



(Customers at an exhibit with wide range of items)

(Glimpses of creators with their saleables)



Photos of the bill



Sales record session 2023-24

Jyotsana’23

Project Anupam'
share 6928 Total Creator's share 27612

Total revenue 34540

Rendezvous IIT delhi

Project Anupam'
share 1370 Total Creator's share 8829

Total revenue 10199

Udhmodhaya foundation

Project Anupam'
share 2196 Total Creator's share 8734

Total revenue 10930



Janki Devi Memorial College
Event Reports 2023-24
Incubation Program

Start up expo at Rendezvous IITD

Name of the event: Start Up Expo at Rendezvous IITD

Name of the organiser: Incubation Program

Type of event: Intra-college

Objectives of the event: Our goal at the Start-up Expo is to promote
entrepreneurship and support our incubated
projects. We want to inspire more
individuals to become entrepreneurs and
create a thriving ecosystem. Being part of
this event offers several benefits: First, it
boosts our brand recognition. Second, it
connects our projects with potential
investors, mentors, and collaborators.
Third, it exposes us to a diverse audience,
fostering partnerships. Lastly, it allows us
to interact directly with students and
entrepreneurs, sharing knowledge and
learning from others' experiences.

Name and affiliation of the resource
person:

NIL

Name and affiliation of Judge of the event: -

Name and affiliation of Prize Winner of the
event:

-



Brief report

Project Anupam under the Incubation Program of Janki Devi Memorial College had the
privilege of showcasing their project at the Start-up Expo hosted by the Indian Institute of
Technology Delhi during their fest, Rendezvous. Our visit to the IIT Delhi startup expo was
a resounding success. On the first day, we proudly presented products from seven creators,
set up our booth, documented the event, engaged in meaningful conversations, exchanged
contact details with fellow exhibitors, and gained insights into their projects. We also took the
opportunity to introduce our project's mission and the names of each creator and their
businesses to our customers. Our booth received accolades for being one of the most vibrant
and attractive ones at the event. We achieved sales totaling approximately 7700 rupees for
the day.

The second day of the startup expo began with the same level of enthusiasm. We established
our booth with seven talented creators. Additionally, we had the opportunity to showcase our
Project to Khalid Wani, a renowned entrepreneur and well-known super investor, along with
other notable personalities. Our customers were captivated by our exquisite paintings, bags,
crochet products, and jewelry. We engaged with fellow startups at the event, which allowed
us to acquire valuable knowledge. Total sales of the day were approximately 2300 rupees.

Feedback

The stall garnered enthusiastic praise from attendees, with many of them singling it out as the
most eye-catching and appealing display among all the stalls. The project's underlying
objectives and goals were widely acknowledged as valuable and commendable, adding an
extra layer of significance to the event.

Customer satisfaction with the products showcased at the stall was palpable, as they were not
only pleased but genuinely impressed with the quality and range of items available. This
positive response not only highlighted the effective execution of the project but also
underlined the booth's ability to leave a lasting and favorable impression on those who had
the opportunity to visit.



Poster

Record of Attendance



Geotagged pictures of the event:

(setting up the stall)



(creators products at display)

(various investors and sponsors visiting the stall)



(interaction with other projects present at the startup expo to increase
networking)



(customers at the stall appreciating its cause and products)



Photos of the bill



Janki Devi Memorial College
Event Reports 2023-24
Incubation Program

Crafting Innovation Workshop

Name of the event: Crafting Innovation Workshop : A way of
revolutionary solutions

Name of the organiser: Incubation Program

Type of event: Intra-college

Objectives of the event: To make students understand the
importance of design thinking and to
inculcate creative thinking amongst the
students

Name and affiliation of the resource
person:

Ms. Gopika Shinghal

Name and affiliation of Judge of the event: NIL

Name and affiliation of Prize Winner of the
event:

NIL

Brief Report
Incubation program of Janki Devi Memorial College organised a 2-day workshop on

"Crafting Innovation Workshop : A way of revolutionary solutions". Our respected

speaker, Ms. Gopika Shinghal, the founder of Think Thrust graced the occasion. The

workshop was conducted on 5 October and 6 October 2023 from 11:30 pm to 1:30 pm in

Seminar Hall . On Day 1, a total of 48 participants, and on the second day, a total of 49

participants joined in for the workshop.

About the speaker

Our Speaker, Ms. Gopika is Passionate about providing unique pathways to a new generation

of students, She launched Think Thrust, an educational platform to equip young minds with

21st-century skills. A design thinking expert from IDEOU, she specialises in the energetics of

leadership, mindset development, and genius activation. Her goal is nothing short of guiding

the next generation of leaders and change-makers towards a future of boundless possibilities.



Posters of the Workshop



Day 1

The workshop began with a warm welcome of the speaker Ms. Gopika by Dr. Deepak Rawat.
The speaker started by Introducing herself and by interacting with the students present,
asking them to introduce themselves. She then made everyone understand the basics of
design thinking. After sometime our Principal Prof. Swati Pal also joined us for some time.
She addressed the students and Ms. Gopika with her inspiring words. The workshop
gradually became very lively and interactive as Ms. Gopika now asked to perform different
exciting activities which helped everyone to get a brief about the practical part of design
thinking.
It involves 5 stages such as Empathy, Ideation, test, define, prototype.
On the first day the speaker emphasised on the first three stages of the process, which are
Empathy, Ideation and test.
Firstly the students did an Empathy Map activity to better grasp the empathy stage. Then, the
speaker talked about the next step which is Ideation, where she asked everyone to divide
themselves in different groups of 4-6 students.In this step, they brainstormed ideas, wrote
them down, and combined them creatively. After that, they moved on to the 'Define' phase,
where they turned these ideas into questions like "how might we," based on what users need
and what they've learned.



Geo tagged photos of Day-

(Ms. Gopika briefing everyone about design thinking)



(Prof. Swati Pal addressing the students)



(Students performing Empathy Map activity)



(Participants with Ms. Gopika)

Day 2

Day two started with the same enthusiasm. The students were very excited to perform more
activities where they could learn more about design thinking. On this day the teams were
asked to sit together and select the best 10-15 ideas out of those that they had written on the
previous day while doing Ideation. After that the students were asked to prepare their app
designs using different props. Each and every student attending the workshop was completely
invested in the activities. Everyone created a prototype for a travel app, which was a new,
excellent, and enriching experience. There were seven teams, each brainstorming different
travel app concepts, showcasing the incredible diversity in people's thinking. Every idea was
unique and remarkable. In reality, there are no bad ideas; all ideas are brilliant. When applied
correctly and put to good use, they can benefit society greatly. The workshop ended, with
everyone presenting their app prototypes. It was a very interesting activity which helped
everyone with understanding the problems of the consumers and finding best solutions for
them.



Geotagged Photos of Day two

(Speaker explaining the activities to the students)



( Students brainstorming on their ideas)



( Students designing their apps)



( Students presenting their app designs and ideas)



Feedback

The workshop was very interactive. Each and every student was very much involved and was

listening to the speaker very attentively. We would need such an informative and innovative

session in future.

A feedback form was circulated amongst the participants and these were their responses.

( Graph indicating how much the students were satisfied with the workshop)

(Pie chart Indicating if the workshop was insightful for the students)



( Graph indicating the activities that the students found useful)

( Graph indicating the effectiveness of the workshop)



Record of Attendance

Day 1 - 48 Participants



Day 2 - 49 Participants

Bills







Janki Devi Memorial College
Event Reports 2023-24
Incubation Program
Project Anupam Stall

Name of the event: Stalls during seminar on Start Up by
Udhmodhaya Foundation

Name of the organiser: Project Anupam, Incubation Program

Type of event: Intra-college

Objectives of the event: To showcase the businesses of the young
entrepreneurs of our college by providing
them a platform to boost their start ups.

Name and affiliation of the resource
person:

NIL

Name and affiliation of Judge of the event: NIL

Name and affiliation of Prize Winner of the
event:

NIL

Brief report

Project Anupam under the The Incubation Program of Janki Devi Memorial College put up
a stall inside the college premises on 23rd August 2023 to showcase the businesses of 8 young
entrepreneurs of the college to the members of Udhmodhaya Foundation. The stall was set up by
11 a.m. till 3 p.m. in the auditorium.Different varieties of products like handmade rakhis,
paintings, crotchet goodies , jewelry, etc were major attractions for the customers. The members
of Udhmodhaya Foundation visited the stall and shared some resourceful information that would
help the Project to grow.



At the end of the day, Project Anupam made sales of Rs.10,930. Out of the total revenue earned,
the share of creators was Rs.8,734 and that of Project Anupam was Rs.2,196.

Posters

Pictures of the event

(creators setting up their products at the stall)



(students of janki devi memorial college visiting the stall)

(speakers of the seminar paying a visit at the stall)



(teacher paying a visit to the stall)

(speakers commending the efforts of project anupam and sharing valuable tips
for the betterment of the project)



Bills of the event



Janki Devi Memorial College
Event Reports 2023-24
Incubation Program

Seminar on ‘start up with udhmodya foundation’

Name of the event: Seminar on 'startup with Udhmodya
foundation'

Name of the organiser: Impreneurs - The Entrepreneurship Cell in
collaboration with Incubation Program in
collaboration with The Incubation Program

Type of event: Intra-college

Objectives of the event: To provide insights on the world of startups,
to inspire entrepreneurship by sharing stories
and challenges and to offer resource guidance.

Name and affiliation of the resource person: Dr. Sanjay Kumar, Dr. Tarunika Jain
Aggarwal.

Name and affiliation of Judge of the event: NIL

Name and affiliation of Prize Winner of the
event:

NIL

Brief report

Impreneurs, the Entrepreneurship Cell of Janki Devi Memorial College, in collaboration with
the Incubation Program, under the aegis of IQAC and G20 Jan Bhagidari, hosted a seminar
titled 'Startup with Udhmodya Foundation.' This event took place on August 23, 2023, at
11:45 am, in the college's Seminar Room. Over 60 individuals, all eager to explore the realm
of startups, attended the seminar

Our guest speakers, Dr. Sanjay Kumar and Dr. Tarunika Jain Aggarwal, generously shared
their insights and expertise on the subject of startups during the seminar. They actively
engaged with the students, posing numerous thought-provoking questions related to
entrepreneurship and the startup world. Through an informative PowerPoint presentation,
they introduced UDIT - The Udhmodya Incubation and Training Program, shedding light on
its vision and operational procedures. They provided a comprehensive overview of the
Udhmodya Foundation's facilities, including its location, layout, and workspace structure.
The speakers also delved into various facets of the foundation, such as networking events,



mentorship and coaching programs, access to funding, and legal and financial services.
Additionally, they introduced the NSIC scheme, designed to promote and facilitate startups.

Poster of the Seminar on "Startup with Udhmodya foundation'

Record of Attendance



Geotagged photos of the event

(Convenors and faculty members with the speakers)

(Planter presented to Prof. Swati Pal as a token of regard by the conveners)



(The Audience listening to the speakers attentively)



(Seminar room filled with audience)

(Presentation used by the Speakers)





Janki Devi Memorial College
Event Reports 2023-24
Incubation Program

Business Plan Competition

Name of the event: Business Plan Competition

Name of the organiser: Incubation Program

Type of event: Intra-college

Objectives of the event: To showcase the entrepreneurial skills,
creativity, and strategic thinking of students
by developing a comprehensive business
plan for a potential startup or business
venture. The competition aims to encourage
innovative thinking, teamwork, and
presentation skills among participating
students, and ultimately select a winning
team who demonstrates the most promising
and well-executed business plan

Name and affiliation of the resource
person:

NIL

Name and affiliation of Judge of the event: Dr.Deepak Rawat
Ms.Vaishali Narolia
Ms.Nancy Rao

Name and affiliation of Prize Winner of the
event:

Project Musafir- 1st Prize
Waste Converter- 2nd Prize
Project Delara- 3rd Prize
Kalakriti Art Expo- 4th Prize
Online Marketplace for Local Artisans- 5th
Prize



Brief report

The Incubation Program in collaboration with Impreneurs-The Entrepreneurship Cell of

Janki Devi Memorial College organised an Intra-College Business Plan Competition. The

competition was conducted in 2 phases. First phase was online submission of business
proposals by the students till 10th August 2023; the second phase was conducted in offline
mode on 21st August 2023 from 11:45 a.m. in room no. 68, in which the selected teams
presented their ideas in front of the panel of judges.There were 50+ attendees on 21st August
2023.

In the First round, the organising team circulated a google form in which the students were
asked to upload a proposal of their business idea, and was successful in getting 16
registrations. Preferences were given to themes like- Make in India, Traditional Medicine,
Youth Empowerment, Millet based innovation and Environmental Sustainability.
9 proposals were selected to be presented on 21st August 2023, which is the World’s
Entrepreneurship Day. The 9 selected teams were:
1. Project Sahara
2. Releafing
3. Online marketplace for local artisans
4. Project Musafir
5. Project Delara
6. Business Proposal
7. Waste Converter
8. Project Sthai
9. Kalakriti Art club- Art Expo

In the second phase, 7 teams presented their proposals and shared their insightful ideas with
the judges and the audiences. Every attendee showed great enthusiasm in learning about the
projects.
After listening to everyone’s presentation and various discussions the judges announced the
winning teams. The prizes consisted of cash prizes amounting to Rs.1200 for the winners,
Rs.1000 for the first runner up, Rs.800 for the second runner up, Rs.500 for both the 4th and
5th positions.



Poster for the First Phase of Business Plan Competition

Poster for the second phase of business plan competition



Record of Attendance

Geotagged pictures of the event:

(Participants presenting their ideas in the form of ppt)



(Judges analysing presentations and cross questioning the participants )

(Judges deciding on the results)



(Conveners presenting gifts to the judges as a token of appreciation)

(Judges and conveners awarding winners with cash prizes and certificate)



Photos of the bill



JANKI DEVI MEMORIAL COLLEGE 

PROJECT ANUPAM AT CENTENARY CELEBRATION 

Project Anupam under the Incubation program initiated by IMPRENEURS - The 

Entrepreneurship Cell of Janki Devi Memorial College which aims to provide a 

platform to those who want to begin their enthralling journey of becoming an 

entrepreneur or those who want to create something of their own by assisting them 

in every manner to make them believe that dreams do come true if you start acting 

now. Project Anupam is like that foundation stone open to all aspiring creators 

where talent is welcomed and skills are appreciated.

Conveners - Prof. Madhu Gupta

Members: Prof. Manisha Sinha, Mr. Deepak Rawat, Mr. Ravinder Meena, Ms. 

Shalini Singh

Description of the event 
Date: 30th June 2023

Venue: North Campus, University of Delhi



On 30th June 2023, Janki Devi Memorial College participated in the DU Exhibition for 

centenary celebrations. The event was marked by the gracious presence of our honourable Prime 

Minister Shri Narendra Modi as the Chief Guest to commemorate the 100 years legacy of 

University of Delhi. JDMC was one of the 35 shortlisted colleges among others like Lady Shri 

Ram College, Miranda House, Hindu College, Sri Venkateshwara College, Deen Dayal 

Upadhyaya College, Shaheed Sukhdev College of commerce etc. The colleges were invited to 

exhibit their history, legacy, best practices and unique features.The colleges were allocated 

dedicated stalls. Project Anupam creations were also displayed as a part of best practices and 

unique features of Janki Devi Memorial College. A collection of handmade crochet keychains, 

quilling art earrings, mandala bottles, hoops, macrame charms, Resin coasters and paintings were 

displayed at the stall. It was a moment of pride for us to exhibit our hand made creations under 

the banner of Project Anupam to significant dignitaries.

Cenentary celebration

JDMC stall at DU Exhibition for Centenary Celebrations



 

Project Anupam at DU Exhibition Centenary Celebrations

Project Anupam Creators at display


